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About AUMUN'22

AUMUN’23 is the second iteration of Ashoka University’s

MUN Conference after the first one was successfully

conducted online in March 2022. AUMUN’22 hosted 150+

delegates from over 30 schools and 20+ cities all over the

country. With 5 committees that were simulated and 50+

members involved in the Executive Board, Organizing

Committee and Secretariat, AUMUN'22 provided a fruitful

learning experience to all delegates.



COMMITTEES

UNITED NATIONS
SECURITY COUNCIL

ALL INDIA POLITICAL
PARTIES MEET

UNITED NATIONS GENERAL
ASSEMBLY: SOCIAL, HUMANITARIAN,

AND CULTURAL COMMITTEE

INTERNATIONAL PRESS
CORPS



UNSC

Discussing peace and security

in Africa with special

emphasis on countering

terrorist organisations

The Security Council is primarily

responsible for maintaining

international peace and security. It

takes the lead in determining the

existence of a threat to peace, or an

act of aggression. 

It has 5 permanent and 10 non-

permanent members, and each

Member has one vote. Under the

Charter of the United Nations, all

Member States are obligated to

comply with Council decisions.

Source: https://www.un.org/securitycouncil/



AIPPM
Discussing Child labour

laws in India with special

reference to the Child

Labour (Prohibition and

Regulation) Act, 1986

The All India Political Parties Meet is

a forum for discussion and

deliberation that is being called before

the session of the parliament takes

place. Here delegates delve into the

nuances and intricacies of modern-

day Indian politics with its caveats. 

With members from both houses of

the parliament present, the AIPPM

strives to encourage deliberation on

discourses surrounding socio-

economic and geopolitical issues.

Source: https://www.ashokamunclub.com/general-6



UNGA
SOCHUM

Discussing protection of

civilians in war torn areas

with special reference to

children in the Middle East

The Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural

Committee of the United Nations

General Assembly focuses on issues

dealing with fundamental human rights

in the international community. 

It promotes and enforces basic freedoms

and ideals meant to be enjoyed by the

entire international community such as

the right to life, the expression of

cultures, the freedom of political

participation, the protection of children’s

rights, and the promotion of social

development, among many others.

Source: imuna.org/nhsmun/nyc/committees/sochum-social-humanitarian-cultural-

committee/



IPC
Discussing the

impact of technology

on Mass media and

communication

In the midst of the intense debate and

resolution-making at a typical MUN

conference, the International Press Corps

gives a unique perspective to the world

of diplomacy. 

Unlike the usual committees made up of

delegates who represent countries, IPC

comprises a team of journalists who are

each assigned a well-known news

agency.

IPC delegates are required to not only

report on the committee proceedings but

also analyze the debate that takes place.

Source: https://slmun.org/ipc-2/
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INDIVIDUAL

DELEGATE

DELEGATION

(MINIMUM 5

DELEGATES)

₹ 1000

₹ 850

DELEGATE FEES



BEST DELEGATE

HONOURABLE

DELEGATE

₹ 5000

₹ 3000

CASH AWARDS



SOCIALS' EVENING

We are having a major networking event at our

conference that will give you an opportunity to meet

various delegates from different parts of the country

along with our sponsors.

This will be an evening to remember filled with great

conversations and fun.



CONTACT US

ashoka.mun@ashoka.edu.in

@munatashoka

https://forms.gle/zZhcdkpaPnbJVMgP8

https://forms.gle/zZhcdkpaPnbJVMgP8



